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You need to generate heat to remove heat; that is the 

basic principal of air  conditioning. Your air conditioner 

utilizes a compressor to compress a refrigerant and create 

heat. To operate that compressor you need lots of 

electricity - in fact about 40% of the world’s energy is used 
for cooling and heating.  

 

 

The thermal  energy  generated  by  the Solar Thermal  

Smart panel adds heat to the system’s refrigerant. 

This allows  the compressor to  operate in low stage while 

achieving  full BTU output,   decreasing  the  compressor’s 

workload  and  in turn reducing the electrical  power  

consumed by the A/C system’s compressor by up to 40%.  



2 stage compressor runs in 2nd 
stage during hot days to supply 

cooling 

Units 2-5 tons normally operate 
from 18-40 amps in second 

stage 

Units with a Solar Panel Added 
stay in 1st stage longer and 

operate between 5-12 amps 

SmartTrac System Explained



 

What if you could help make high-efficiency A/C equipped with a 2-

stage or variable speed compressor even more efficient? 

 

Use the sun’s energy to add heat to the refrigerant and at the same 

time reduce the work load on the compressor. Trade heat 

generated by the compressor for free heat from the sun. 

 

 



 

Mr. William ‘Bill’ Lowstuter Jr. 

Tracking Concentrator 
 in a Flat Plate Enclosure 

Flat Plate Collector 

Tracking  
Concentrator  

The technology is a computer controlled parabolic concentrator 

that was patented in 2010 by Mr. William “Bill” Lowstuter Jr. This 

unique solar thermal panel can control the exit temperatures, 

something no other panel has been able to do. 

 





 

Our Smartpanel design uses our exclusive 

RiteTemp temperature sensing system to 

monitor and control the heat added to 

the system’s refrigerant. By monitoring the 

exit temperature of the refrigerant we 

can tune and de-tune the parabolic 

mirrors which give us precise control of 

the amount of heat we add to the 

refrigerant. This allows the system to 

constantly maintain refrigerant 

temperatures and pressures in their 

optimum range. 



When integrating with a heat pump system you will need our Heat Pump Controller 

(patent pending). An elegant solution that uses our proprietary onboard computer 

to determine if the system needs to close 

special valves to prevent the refrigerant 

from removing heat during those cold 

winter nights. 

 

During sunny winter days our system  

adds free heat from the sun even if the 

ambient temperatures are in the teens. 

That’s right ‘Free Heat’. 



Our SmarTrac sun-sensor system, utilizing NASA technology, controls an industry-

standard 5w brushless stepper motor which tracks the sun east to west as it crosses 

the sky, allowing the parabolic mirror array to stay focused throughout the day.  

 

This ability to track the sun’s path allows our 

solar thermal Smartpanel to increase thermal 

Efficiency up to 20% when compared to 

Evacuated tube and conventional flat  

panels. The SmarTrac system operates less 

that 5 minutes a day with a 12vdc power 

Supply (included). 
 



 

From Mini-Splits to 5-Ton package units and everything in between the SmartTrac Solar 

Thermal SmartPanel handles them all, safely and efficiently. One (1) panel handles up 

to 7.5 Tons. 
 

From 5-Ton to 52-Ton and beyond.  We have developed a commercial retro-fit system 

that will allow us to upgrade commercial units using the latest high-efficiency multi-

stage and variable speed compressors and controllers. 



 

 

Additional Incentives may be available. Check with your 

utility provider and/or tax professional for more details. 

 

*The above information regarding taxes, tax credits and depreciation is 
meant to make the reader aware of these benefits, risks and potential 
expenses. It is not tax advice. Please seek professional advice from a 
qualified tax advisor to check the applicability and eligibility before 
claiming any tax benefits or exemptions. 

 

 

2017 Federal Tax Credits*



Only SmartTrac Solar 

factory-approved 

installers have been 

professionally trained 

to integrate the 

SmartTrac Solar System 

with a high-efficiency 

air conditioning  
system. 



 

Residential: 10-Year Parts on A/C Compressor* 
 

Commercial: 5-Year Parts  on A/C Compressor* 

 
 

 Consumer product registration required for 
SmartTrac Solar Air & Heat warranty within 60-

days of the installation.   

 
See current Warranty Terms and Conditions 

registration form for details. 
 

*When installed with new A/C or Heat Pump 
  



Collector  

Case/Frame  

 Extruded aluminum with powder coat paint, 6063-T5 Back 

plate,  textured aluminum 0.050 inch (0.127 cm) thick overall  

Cover  
 Tempered low iron plate glass, 3/16” thick  

 (0.1875”, 0.476 cm)  

Cover Sealing   EPDM extruded U gasket, vulcanized corners  

Insulation   0.5 “ (1.27 cm) thick insulation  

Capacity  
 Up to 7.5 tons/90,000 BTU’s/26 kW/40 hp of cooling &  

 heating per collector  

Net Aperture Area   Reflector area: 8 foot = 28 sq. ft.2 (2.6m2)  

Weight/ 

Dimensions  

 8 foot: 190 pounds/86 kg, 96” x 48” x 7”  

 (2.44m x 1.22m x 17.8cm)  

Concentrators  

 - Extruded aluminum parabolic reflector  

 - Metalized aluminum foil mirror (for reflector surface)  

 - Teflon bearings for high temperatures and low friction  

Absorber  
 Copper tubing:  1 1/8”  ACR (2.8575 cm), 5/8” ACR  (12.7 cm) 

 Black selective paint:  absorptivity .92/.96,  emissivity .2/.4  

Sun Trackers  
 Two shaded phototransistors and brushless stepper motor  

 Brushless stepper motors: 12vdc, 5W, runs 3-5 minutes/day  

Mounting Provisions   Recessed lip on frame for standard fasteners  


